The accuracy of vehicle speed prediction has an important influence on the energy management strategy of MPC (Model Prediction Control, MPC), and the exponentially varying prediction model has been widely used in the vehicular speed prediction in future driving cycle. Under a certain prediction horizon, the accuracy of the exponentially varying prediction model mainly depends on the selection of the decay coefficient, but the decay coefficient of the traditional exponentially varying prediction model is fixed. The traditional exponentially varying prediction model cannot meet the prediction accuracy of different driving cycles due to the fixed decay coefficient. In the paper, an exponentially varying prediction based on tunable decay coefficient using SVM (Support Vector Machine, SVM) to recognize the driving cycle is proposed. The simulation results show that the proposed SVM-based exponentially varying speed prediction model can effectively decrease the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error, RMSE) of the vehicle speed prediction, which improves the accuracy of vehicle speed prediction, and provides a foundation for the MPC-based energy management.
Introduction
There are two main methods used in driving cycles recognition: one is the driving cycles recognition based on prediction, which utilizes the advanced technologies such as GPS(Global Positioning System, GPS), GIS(Geographic Information System, GIS), ITS(Intelligent Transport System, ITS) and so on to obtain the future traffic information, road slope information and some other information, and the other is that comparing the current characteristic parameters with the typical driving cycles parameters to realize the driving cycles recognition, and the current feature parameters are obtained by computing the current and the historical road information. In the MPC-based energy management problem, the prediction model refers to predict the state of the vehicle in the future duration based on current or historical information such as vehicle speed and acceleration and the predicted information will be used as the input to the rolling optimization model to obtain optimal control over the prediction horizon. Lin C C. et al. [1] pointed out that exponentially varying prediction model and stochastic prediction are generally used for MPC in hybrid system application. Exponentially varying prediction model with simple and low computation has been widely used for vehicular speed prediction in MPC framework [2] , which uses a simple exponential varying expression to represent the future information in the prediction horizon. The exponentially varying prediction model was applied into MPC-based energy management strategy for the first time by H.Ali BorHan [3] . Zhang S. et al. [4] showed that under three typical driving cycles, the exponentially varying prediction model with fixed decay coefficient used in MPC has a better fuel economy than rule-based energy management strategy. Sun C et al. [5] demonstrated that the higher the accuracy of exponentially varying prediction, the better fuel economy of MPC, which means it's vital to select reasonable parameters of the exponentially varying prediction model. Borhan H et al. [6] proposed a MPC-based energy management using exponentially varying prediction model whose decay coefficient is adjusted according to the driving cycles by experience. K. Song [7] et al. proposed that using LVQ(Learning Vector Quantization, LVQ) neural network to realize the current driving patterns recognition, and the simulation results indicate that this method can effectively recognize the driving cycles. Z. Lei et al. [8] classified the driving cycles into five styles by clustering analysis, and then Euclidean proximity was used to recognize driving cycles. Z. Chen et al. [9] used a new hierarchical clustering method to classify the driving cycles into four patterns by extracting the sample information from historical driving cycles, and then they adopted SVM to predict the current driving cycles based the classification results. H. He et al. [10] proposed a driving cycles recognizer based on a LVQ neural network, and the training samples were extracted from six typical driving cycles. In order to meet the diversity and quantity of the training samples, the micro-trip and PCA (principal component analysis, PCA) are adopted. L. Feng et al. [11] computed the value of characteristic parameters of current driving cycles, and then these values were compared with the reference database to realize the online driving cycles recognition. N. Denis et al. [12] employed the K-nearest neighbor algorithm to extract the speed of driving cycles, and the K fold cross validation technique was used to estimate the impact of window length. L. Xu et al. [13] classified the driving cycles into traction, brake, and parking, and they proposed a multi-mode energy strategy which contains three modes and can adapt the vehicle driving cycles separately based on the classification results. The above scholars proposed many methods to realize the driving cycles recognition, and they also gain some useful results. As what have been mentioned, though some scholars applied the exponentially varying prediction model with fixed decay coefficient into MPC to predict the future speed, the fixed decay coefficient cannot make the exponentially varying model work perfect in MPC for lacking the driving cycles recognition. So how to combine the driving cycles recognition and the prediction model which is used in MPC needs to explore more.
The main contribution of this paper is proposing an exponentially varying speed prediction model based on SVM driving cycle recognition, which can apply into all the driving cycles and will not affected by the driving condition. Firstly, the exponentially varying prediction model and its prediction evaluation index RMSE are introduced. Then, an exponentially varying prediction model based on SVM driving cycle recognition is proposed, which can adaptively adjust the decay coefficient with the different driving cycles. Finally, simulation software is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the exponentially varying prediction model and the influence mechanism of driving cycles on the decay coefficient; SVM-based driving cycles recognition is introduced in Section 3; The simulation and discussion is provided in Section 4, and the conclusion is given in Section 5.
Exponentially varying prediction model
The exponentially varying prediction refers to the future vehicular speed is exponential with the current vehicular speed in prediction horizon. Exponentially varying prediction is an important method for speed prediction in MPC-based energy management. This section mainly introduce the calculation method of vehicular acceleration and speed in prediction horizon, the evaluation index of exponentially varying prediction model and the influence mechanism of the different fixed decay coefficient and driving cycles.
Calculation method
The acceleration in the prediction horizon assumed to be exponentially decreasing, which is presented as Equation (1), and the vehicular speed can be derived by the acceleration information as shown in Equation (2).
T is the decay coefficient which can adjust with the driving cycles.
Valuation index
The RMSE of the real speed value and the predicted speed value is used to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction model. The smaller the value, the higher the accuracy of the prediction result [14] and the calculation formula is as shown in Equation (3). The RMSE of the prediction results of the whole driving cycle can be derived according to Equation (4). )
Where RMSE (k) is the root mean square error at step k ; t cyc is the traveling duration. Sun C [15] proposed the prediction horizon of MPC in the interval of 6~12 seconds. In this paper, the length of prediction horizon is 10 seconds, and based on this prediction horizon, the predicted results of LA92 using the traditional exponentially varying prediction model with fixed decay coefficient is shown as Figure 1 . As shown in the Figure 1 , the influence rules can be derived. The driving mode trends to be steady with a low decay coefficient, which means the future speed in the prediction horizon also varies steadily, and with the increasing value of the decay coefficient, the driving mode becomes more aggressive.
The influence mechanism between decay coefficient and driving cycles
As shown in Figure 2 , d =5
T , the predicted results of vehicular speed are well during the period of 320~480 seconds, for the difference between the actual speed and the predicted speed is small. As indicated by the dashed box, the decay coefficient is sensitive to the driving cycles, so the fixed decay coefficient is obviously unreasonable. Therefore, it is necessary to study the exponentially varying prediction model based on the driving cycle recognition to improve the predicted results and decrease the value of RMSE. 
Driving blocks classification based on SVM
The typical driving cycles recognition problem can be summarized as the driving cycles in the prediction horizon which keeps the consistent as the current driving cycles. The recognition algorithm is used to compare the feature parameters of the current driving cycles with the driving cycles in the database to judge the current driving cycles type.
The theory of SVM
SVM is a supervised machine learning method based on statistical learning theory, which is suitable for data classification and regression analysis. According to minimize the structural risk to improve the generalization ability of learning machine and minimize the empirical risk and confidence interval, so as to achieve good statistical rules in the case of less statistical sample size. SVM algorithm maximizes the interval between separable samples by finding an optimal hyperplane. Taking a simple two-dimensional linear separable problem as an example, the principle of SVM is presented in Figure 3 
Feature parameters
Considering the characteristics of exponentially varying prediction model, several parameters are selected as the driving blocks' feature parameters, including maximum vehicular speed max v , average vehicular speed ̅ , maximum acceleration , average acceleration ̅, maximum deceleration , average deceleration d ̅ , idling time ratio (idling time/total time), deceleration time ratio (deceleration time/total time), acceleration time ratio (acceleration time/total time) and uniformed speed time ratio (uniformed speed time/total time). To obtain the sample driving blocks, the standard typical driving cycles from ADVISOR software including urban, suburban and highway driving cycle NYCC 、 New York Bus 、 ECE_EUDC_LOW、UDDS、HWFET and US06_HWY are divided into the appropriate number of 120s overlapping shorter periods, which is widely used in generating sample driving blocks in energy management [16] , then all the feature parameters of each of the driving blocks are calculated. The sample driving blocks are classified into ten types through their optimal fixed decay coefficient that changes within a range from1 to 10, and there are 140 sample driving blocks. A part of the feature parameters are calculated by Equations (5)~(10). 
Where v g is the driving cycle speed of each moment; t g is the total time of driving cycle. max g max( ) vv  (6) max g max( )  aa (7) Where g a is the acceleration of the driving cycle.
Where d g is the deceleration of driving cycle. 
SVM recognizer
Extracting 125 sample driving blocks and using the LIBSVM toolbox to train SVM recognizer. The training of SVM recognizer is implemented with the sample driving blocks and the key parameters of SVM recognizer 'gamma' and 'cost' in the core function are cross validated to find the highest recognition rate [17] as shown in Figure 4 . The rest 15 sample driving blocks are used to verify the effectiveness of SVM recognizer through two groups of testing experiments, which is presented by Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , the correctness of the results of the two texts is 100%, so the SVM-based recognition method is feasible. 
Simulation and discussion
Three new standard driving cycles which consists of WVUSUB, MAMHATTAN and 1015 are extracted from ADVISOR software, and the three driving cycles combine with UDDS and HWFET to build the comprehensive driving cycle which is employed to test the effectiveness of the exponentially varying prediction model based on driving cycle recognition and ensure the reasonableness of the SVM's recognition. The comprehensive driving cycle is presented in Figure 6 . Figure 6 The comprehensive driving cycle The trained SVM is used to recognize the driving type of each driving block so as to the most possible decay coefficient d T is obtained based on driving in the comprehensive driving cycle, and the recognition results are described as the Figure 7 . As shown in the Figure 6 , the decay coefficient of the driving blocks with the speed fluctuation in small range is relatively small, and the decay coefficient is higher when the speed rises or declines rapidly, which denotes the recognition results can reflect well the driving cycle type. Table 1 , for the standard driving cycles of LA92 and UDDS, the exponentially varying prediction based on SVM driving cycle recognition has a better prediction effectiveness than the exponentially varying prediction model with fixed decay coefficient, and the RMSE declines 2.32% and 7.19% separately. For the comprehensive driving cycle, the RMSE of the SVM-based exponentially varying prediction model declines 3.81% compared with the optimal fixed decay coefficient. In the case that the future driving cycles are unknown in advance, the exponentially varying prediction model based SVM driving cycle recognition can improve the prediction effect compared with the fixed decay coefficient.
Conclusion
In this paper, in order to improve the accuracy of the exponentially varying speed prediction model MPCbased energy management strategy, an exponentially varying speed prediction model based on SVM is proposed. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. The value of decay coefficient is proportional to the degree of the vehicular speed fluctuation.
2. The prediction effectiveness of SVM-based exponentially varying prediction model is better than the exponentially varying prediction model with optimal fixed decay coefficient. The RMSE with SVM-based is lower than the optimal fixed decay coefficient.
3. This method proposed in this paper can be applied into all the driving conditions, which will not be affected by the driving conditions. 4. The proposed method in this paper provides a foundation for MPC-based energy management strategy.
